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Juvenile	Nonfiction		
The	Shark	Book,	Steve	Jenkins	and	Robin	Page	
Sharp teeth, super senses, and those infamous fins--what's not to love about sharks? Caldecott Honor-
winning team Steve Jenkins and Robin Page explore one of the world's most notorious--and fearsome--
animals. Learn what makes a shark a shark, what sharks like to eat, and how these predators of the deep have 
evolved. Ever wonder which shark is the smallest? Or the fastest? Even the most deadly? You'll find your 
answers in The Shark Book, with countless others.   
	
Whale	Fall	Café,	Jacquie	Sewell,	illustrated	by	Dan	Tavis	
One medium-size whale carcass delivers as much food to the dark, cold ocean depths as 4,000 years of 
sinking food particles. When a dead whale arrives, the café opens for business, and who better than Dan Tavis 
to show us the bizarre deep-ocean diners who show up? Hagfish, zombie worms, sleeper sharks--this group of 
patrons is stranger than the denizens of the Mos Eisley Cantina in Star Wars. A fish in a lab coat, piloting a 
deep-sea submersible, is our guide to the weirdly fascinating goings-on miles beneath the ocean surface.   
 
Which	Has	More?	(Time	to	Compare),	Jagger	Youssef	
Which	Holds	More?	(Time	to	Compare),	Jagger	Youssef		
Which	Is	Different?	(Time	to	Compare),	Jagger	Youssef	
Which	Is	Heavier?	(Time	to	Compare),	Jagger	Youssef	
Which	Is	Longer?	(Time	to	Compare),	Jagger	Youssef		
Which	Is	Taller?	(Time	to	Compare),	Jagger	Youssef	
Learning to observe, compare, and evaluate are essential skills in the classroom and in 
life. This valuable and accessible set focuses on important categories of comparison, 
including weight, height, quantity, and volume, allowing early readers to expand their 
understanding of basic math and science concepts. They'll be engaged by both the 
brightly written narratives and colorful photographs of familiar and fun objects like 
toys and animals. 
	
Realistic	Fiction/Adventure	Fiction	

The	One	Thing	You’d	Save,	Linda	Sue	Park,		
illustrated	by	Robert	Sae-Heng		
If your house were on fire, what one thing would you save? Newbery Medalist Linda Sue Park explores different 
answers to this provocative question in linked poems that capture the diverse voices of a middle school class. 
Illustrated with black-and-white art. When a teacher asks her class what one thing they would save in an 
emergency, some students know the answer right away. Others come to their decisions more slowly. And some 
change their minds when they hear their classmates' responses. A lively dialog ignites as the students discover 
unexpected facets of one another--and themselves. With her ear for authentic dialog and knowledge of tweens' 

priorities and emotions, Linda Sue Park brings the varied voices of an inclusive classroom to life through carefully honed, engaging, 
and instantly accessible verse. 
 
The	House	that	Wasn’t	There,	Elana	K.	Arnold	
Alder has always lived in his cozy little house in Southern California. And for as long as he can remember, the 
old, reliable, comforting walnut tree has stood between his house and the one next door. That is, until a new 
family--with a particularly annoying girl his age--moves into the neighboring house and, without warning, cuts it 
down. Oak doesn't understand why her family had to move to Southern California. She has to attend a new 
school, find new friends, and live in a new house that isn't even ready--her mother had to cut down a tree on their 
property line in order to make room for a second floor. And now a strange boy next door won't stop staring at 
her, like she did something wrong moving here in the first place. As Oak and Alder start school together, they 
can't imagine ever becoming friends. But the two of them soon discover a series of connections between them—
mysterious, possibly even magical puzzles they can't put together. At least not without each other's help. 
 
 
 
 



Iggy	Is	the	Hero	of	Everything	(Iggy	#3),	Annie	Barrows	;	illustrated	by	Sam	Ricks	 
From Iggy's point of view, his plan was genius, pure genius. From Iggy's point of view, he's saved (a) 
his candy, (b) his family, and (c) the toaster. From Iggy's point of view, he should get a trophy. And 
respect. And more candy. So what if Rudy Heckie disagrees? Rudy Heckie has been wrong before and 
he'll be wrong again. Rudy has a scar now, and scars are cool! He should be happy. So should Mr. 
Heckie. So should Iggy's mom and dad. Everyone should be happy. Specifically, everyone should be 
happy with Iggy. But are they? It all depends on your point of view In the third installment of Annie 
Barrows's series about the secret joys of causing trouble, readers will learn about the power of 
interpretation (but we all know who's really right). 
 
Mac	Saves	the	World	(Mac	B.,	Spy	Kid	#6),	Mac	Barnett,	illustrated	by	Mike	Lowry	 
The Queen of England calls on her trusty spy, Mac B., once again. This time, Mac must 
navigate secret tunnels beneath the Berlin Wall in order to retrieve cheat codes from a Soviet 
scientist. Floppy disk in hand, our hero finds himself trapped in East Germany, stuck between 
the wall and the Stasi. How will he escape? Well it is 1989, and walls do fall down. 
 
Orphan	Eleven,	Gennifer	Choldenko	 
Four orphans have escaped from the Home for Friendless Children. One is Lucy, who used to talk and 
sing. No one knows why she doesn't speak anymore; silence is her protection. The orphans find work 
and new friends at a traveling circus. Lucy loves caring for the elephants, but she must be able to speak 
to them, and to warn others of danger. If Lucy doesn't find her voice, she'll be left behind when the 
circus goes on the rails. Meanwhile, people are searching for Lucy, and her puzzling past is about to 
catch up with her.  
 
Graphic	Novels	
The	Okay	Witch	and	the	Hungry	Shadow	(Okay	Witch	#2),	Emma	Steinkellner		
In this hilarious and heartwarming sequel to the bestselling and critically acclaimed graphic novel, The 
Okay Witch, half-witch Moth Hush is starting to settle into her newfound witch heritage and powers, but 
life at school continues to be rough. Even her best friend, Charlie, doesn’t entirely understand what it’s 
like for her to always be the one who gets mocked, and things only get worse when Moth’s mom starts 
dating one of the dorkiest teachers in the school! Then Moth gets hold of a mysterious charm that can 
unleash another version of herself—one who is confident, cool, and extremely popular. What could 
possibly go wrong? Perfect for fans of Raina Telgemeier and Molly Ostertag! 
 
Roar	of	the	Beast	(Cardboard	Kingdom	#2),	Chad	Sell		
A mystery is afoot in the Cardboard Kingdom. Vijay, the Beast, renounces his title after being bullied 
by neighborhood teenagers. No one—not his big sister Shikha or his friends—can seem to draw him 
back out of his shell. That very night is when it starts. At first, no one believes Nate, who breaks his 
leg trying to pursue what he saw from his bedroom window. But then there's another, and another. An 
unknown monster has been spotted roaming the Kingdom after dark. It's ghastly, it's quick, and it 
might even have giant tentacles. Or claws. Or wings. Okay, there might be some varied testimonies on 
what exactly this monster looks like. Forget Halloween—the newly minted Monster Mashers will go to 
any lengths to protect the Kingdom and uncover this mystery. But how did the monster get here? What does it want? And 
mostly importantly, who is behind its creation? 
 
Audiobooks	
Greenglass	House,	Kate	Milford		
It’s wintertime at Greenglass House. The creaky smuggler’s inn is always quiet during this season, and 
twelve-year-old Milo, the innkeepers’ adopted son, plans to spend his holidays relaxing. But on the first icy 
night of vacation, out of nowhere, the guest bell rings. Then rings again. And again. Soon Milo’s home is 
bursting with odd, secretive guests, each one bearing a strange story that is somehow connected to the 
rambling old house. As objects go missing and tempers flare, Milo and Meddy, the cook’s daughter, must 
decipher clues and untangle the web of deepening mysteries to discover the truth about Greenglass House—
and themselves. 
	
	



The	Thief	Knot,	Kate	Milford		
Ghosts, a kidnapping, a crew of young detectives, and family secrets mix in this new standalone mystery set 
in the world of the bestselling Greenglass House. Marzana and her best friend are bored. Even though they 
live in a notorious city where normal rules do not apply, nothing interesting ever happens to them. Nothing, 
that is, until Marzana's parents are recruited to help solve an odd crime, and she realizes that this could be the 
excitement she's been waiting for. She assembles a group of kid detectives with special skills-including the 
ghost of a ship captain's daughter-and together, they explore hidden passageways, navigate architecture that 
changes overnight, and try to unravel the puzzle of who the kidnappers are-and where they're hiding. But will they beat the deadline 
for a ransom that's impossible to pay? Legendary smugglers, suspicious teachers, and some scary bad guys are just a few of the adults 
the crew must circumvent while discovering hidden truths about their families and themselves in this smart, richly imagined tale. 
 
	
Easy	Reader	and	Beginning	Chapter	Books	
Fox	at	Night,	Corey	R.	Tabor	
Dog Man is down on his luck, Petey confronts his not so purr-fect past, and Grampa is up to no good. The 
world is spinning out of control as new villains spill into town. Everything seems dark and full of despair. 
But hope is not lost. Can the incredible power of love save the day? 
	
Kondo	and	Kezumi	Are	Not	Alone,	David	Goodner,	illustrated	by	Andrea	Tsurumi	
Kondo is big. Kezumi is little. They used to live on an island with fruit trees and berry bushes and 
flitter-birds and fluffle-bunnies. Since the surprise bottle washed ashore with a map containing the 
mysterious message: WE ARE NOT ALONE, Kondo and Kezumi have been traveling the seas, making 
new friends, and discovering more about themselves and their place in the world. But now it's time for 
Kondo and Kezumi to head home. Except there's still time to see Tiny Island, make a pit stop at Dairy 
Isle, or even Donut island. And when Kondo and Kezumi arrive on their familiar shore, they are greeted 
with another boat anchored in their waters. Who could it be? Will Kondo and Kezumi be ready for a new guest on their 
island or is home finally changed for good? 
 
Mission	PAW,	Random	House,	illustrated	by	Nate	Lovett		
Join Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol for a special mission in Barkingburg. Chase is 
invited to guard the royal crown, when but it's stolen, he needs help from Ryder, 
Rubble, Zuma, Skye, and the rest of the pups! 
	
PAW	Patrol	5-Minute	Stories	Collection,	Random	House	
Get on a roll with the Nickelodeon's PAW Patrol! Chase, Marshall, Rubble, Skye,  
and the rest of the puppy heroes are on a mission to save their friends and protect the community 
of Adventure Bay using PAW-some vehicles, tools, and teamwork. Featuring Chase, Marshall, 
Skye, and the rest of the funny, furry team, each story can be read in five minutes or less, so it's 
perfect for bedtime-or anytime! 
 
Picture	Books	and	Board	Books		
Vroom	Vroom,	Mary	Lyn	Ray,	illustrated	by	Julien	Chung		
Green means go as readers set off on an exuberant celebration of automobiles. Colorful, graphic 
illustrations explore the winding roads, tollbooth, fix-it garage, and bridges with vehicles zipping 
across. It’s the perfect read-aloud for little ones who love all things that go. 
	
I	Am	the	Shark,	Joan	Holub,	illustrations	by	Laurie	Keller	
The great white shark may not actually be that great. A representative of the species is the narrator 
of this informative picture book, but each time the shark attempts to claim great status—biggest, 
sneakiest, fastest, etc.—another shark from a different species lays claim to that title. As the 
conversation continues, readers will learn facts about great whites as well as a smattering of 
information about their cousins. Kirkus Reviews 
 
 


